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A LEXICOSTATISTICAL

APPRAISAL
THEORY

OF THE ALTAIC

by
Sir GERARD CLAUSON
London

In a recentarticlein Kratylos(X, 2, 1965), entitledť'Verwandtschaft,
Entlehnung, Zufall" my old friendProfessorPentti Aalto of Helsinkigave a briefaccount ofthe originand developmentof the Altaic
theory,that is the theorythat the Turkish,Mongolian and Tungus
languages are all descended froma common ancestor *Proto-Altaic,
and of the recent objections to that theoryby ProfessorDoerfer of
Göttingenand myself.He urged that an impartial expert in comparative philologyshould examine the argumentson both sides and
try to determinewehther the theory is valid or not.
I am sure that he is rightin saying that it is high time that this
was settled one way or the other. At present the controversy,like
so many others,is assuming the formof an argument between the
generations, and neither side seems able to convince the other.
Apart from scholars now deceased, the main supporters of the
theoryare all older scholars like ProfessorPoppe of the University
of Washington and ProfessorMenges of Columbia University,who
have spent a lifetimein the study ofthese languages ; the opponents
are mainly younger scholars like Professor Doerfer and A. M.
Shcherbak of Leningrad. As I am older than any of these scholars
it is perhaps anomalous that I am among the opponents, but I am
at any rate fairlynew to the subject. I did not begin to examine it
until 1953, and then did so unprejudiced by any previous knowledge
ofit but on the generalassumptionthat the distinguishedsupporters
of the theorywere unlikelyto be mistaken.
I cannot thereforeput myselfforwardas an impartial expert,but
I can suggestthat the validity of the theoryshould be tested by the
use of a recently devised technique which is by its very nature
impartial and produces its results by purely mathematical means
with very little intervention by the human operator.
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Althoughphonetic and grammatical resemblancesare sometimes
adduced as evidence that two or more languages are descended from
a common ancestor, the proofthat they are so descended must, in
the last resort, be based squarely on the fact that they have in
common at least a reasonable number of basic words, since these
are the kind of words which,as experienceshows, are habitually not
borrowedby one language fromanother but are handed down from
generationto generation.
The greatest event in archaeology during the present century
was the discovery of radiocarbon dating. This sprang from the
discoverythat the radioactive isotope of carbon, C 14, which exists
in certainkinds of organicmatter,wood, charcoal, bone and the like,
disappears at a steady rate. The rate at which it disappears was
worked out, and so a time-scale was set up against which bits of
organicmatterdiscoveredin the course of archaeological excavation
could be dated. Althoughevidence is now accumulatingwhichshows
that the initial proportionof C 14 in the mix has varied fromtime
to time in the past fornatural reasons which are at presentimperfectlyunderstood,so that at any rate forcertainperiodsarchaeological material derived fromcertain areas must be dated by reference
to an adjusted scale, and although there is a known marginof error
involved in every individual analysis, it can be safely asserted that
if bits of organic matter,tested against the appropriate time scale,
are shown to have been deposited, say, two or three thousand
years ago, those dates are approximatelycorrect,subject to a known
marginof error;and if several bits of organic matterextractedfrom
the same archaeological deposit show slightlydifferentdates, the
margin of errorcan be reduced accordingly.
Anthropologistshave long been anxious to work out the prehistory of various groups of preliteratepeoples, more particularly
on the American continent and on the mainland and adjacent
islands of South East Asia, and to trace the genetic relationship
between them. There is good archaeological evidence that some of
these groups are descended fromnuclear peoples, who at some point
in time broke up into smaller groups, some of which scattered in
different
directions,and this is confirmedby the fact that the peoples formingsome of these groups use the same or cognate wordsfor
certain basic concepts (concrete objects, verbs and the like) and
that within these groups some have more such words in common
than others. The archaeological evidence, even when made more
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precise by C 14 dating, is not by itself sufficientto suggest even
approximate dates at which the original nuclear groups broke up
into smaller groups and these groups into smaller groups still, and
in about 1950 it was suggested,I thinkby ProfessorMorrisSwadesh,
that the techniques of radiocarbon dating might be applied to
linguisticanalysis.
Two new wordswereinventedto describethe techniquesproposed:
defined as "the study of the rate of change in
glottochronology
use of this rate forhistoricalinference,especially
the
and
language
forthe estimation of time depths, and the use of such time depths
to provide a pattern of internal relationships within a linguistic
family"; and lexicostatisticsdefined as "the study of vocabulary
statisticallyforhistoricalinference".
In the account of these techniques which follows I have drawn
freelyon the followingseries of articles published, each together
with a seriesof commentsby otherscholars,in CurrentAnthropology
,
a periodical published at the Universityof Chicago: January 1960,
D. H. Hymes, "Lexicostatistics so far"; April 1962, H. Bergsland
and Hans Vogt, "The Validity of Glottochronology"; October 1964,
"Comments by D. H. Hymes on the preceding article"; October
1966, N. J. van der Merwe, "New Mathematics for Glottochronology".
I owe a great debt to these scholars; withouttheirlucid explanations it would have been impossible to write this paper.
The startingpoint was the known fact that languages alter over
time; we do not use the same words or words cognate to them for
all the basic concepts that our ancestors used forthem fivehundred
or thousand years ago. This was elaborated by Sapir in 1915 in the
within
statement,"the greaterthe degreeoflinguisticdifferentiation
a stock,the greaterthe period of time that must be assumed forthe
development of such differentiation".
There is of course a fundamentaldifferencebetween language and
organicmatterwhich should have put the inventorof glottochronologyon his guard against assumingthat the principlesofradiocarbon
dating could readily be applied to linguisticanalysis. In a piece of
organic matter the proportion of C 14 diminishes steadily and
finally disappears at the end of a period of between 11,000 and
12,000years. The numberof basic conceptsforwhicheverylanguage
musthave wordsis constant; the wordsused forsome ofthemchange
from time to time, and as each word becomes obsolete and is
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replaced by another,the process startsagain fromscratch.Moreover
there is not an even chance that the words used for each of these
basic concepts will become obsolete at exactly the same pace ; if the
word used for one basic concept has become obsolete and been
replaced by another,thereis a morethan even chance that this word
will become obsolete again before the words for some other basic
concepts have become obsolete even once. Experience shows that
this is what in fact seems to happen.
The idea was worked out in stages. The firstand most crucial
stage was to compilea list of basic conceptsforwhicheverylanguage
must have words. Such words were definedas "the everyday vocabulary of every language", or "the language of common life and
among us - the nucleus of a vocabulary which the child firstlearns
and every (English) speaker uses every day". There is of course
nothingnovel about the use of lists of basic words in comparative
philology, one such list was published over a hundred years ago.
What was novel was that in this case particular attentionwas paid
to the scientificchoice of concepts to be used as the basis of comparison. Three lists were compiled,one afterthe other; the finallist
is set out in full in the firstarticle cited above, the contentsof the
previous lists can be extracted fromthe second. The firstlist contained 215 items,the second 200 items and the third 100 "diagnostic
items" and 100 "supplementary items", the distinction between
the two being due to appreciation of the fact stated above that the
wordsforsome basic conceptsare moreresistantto changethanthose
for others. The lists seem to have been compiled primarilyfor the
purpose of analysing Amerindianlanguages but were used fromthe
start for analysing other languages also. All the lists differed
marginallyfromone another; the total number of words included
in one or more lists is between 230 and 240. It was realized at a
very early stage that no list would be equally appropriate for the
study of every language; for example, if a list had been compiled
primarilyforuse in analysingthe "Altaic" languages, it would have
included one or two itemswhichdo not appear in any list and one or
two items would have been omitted as less appropriatein this area.
are only marginal,and that
It is, however,true that such differences
almost the whole list is made up of conceptsforwhicheverylanguage
must necessarilyhave words.
The next stage was to use the list then currentlyin use in what
was called "control cases", that is comparisonsof the basic vocabu-
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dates of individual languages of whichwrittentexts
lary at different
coveringa relativelylong period of time were available. As a result
of a series of "control cases", ProfessorSwadesh announced in 1952
that he had discovered that "fundamental vocabulary changes at
a constant rate" (in the same way, though he did not say so, as
the amount of C 14 in a piece of organic matter) that rate being
defined by the formula, "of any fundamental vocabulary about
81% will still be in use at the end of 1,000 years".
Substituting 80% for 81% to facilitate the calculation without
greatlyinfluencingthe result,this means that of a basic vocabulary
of 200 words in year 0, 160 will still be in use in year 1000, 128 in
year 2000, 102 in year 3000, 82 in year 4000, 66 in year 5000 and so
on, the number of survivorsin year 12000 being 14.
The next stage was to compare the basic vocabularies of two or
more languages which were believed to be genetically related, and
by ascertaininghow many of the basic words were common to two
or moreofthemto deduce the dates at whichtheyhad separated and
become differentlanguages.
What was overlookedwas that unless the whole basic vocabulary
of the ancestral nuclear language is known, so that each language
underexamination can be treated as a "control case", it is impossible
to determinehow many of the basic words survive in each language.
What actually happens is not of course that at some given point in
time the nuclear language becomes obsolete and two or more different languages suddenly come into existence, but that the group of
people who speak the nuclear language splits into smaller groups
which driftapart. These new groups each still speak the nuclear
language, but, owingto the differencein theirnew physical environments and theircontacts with peoples speaking different
languages,
slowly modify this nuclear language, but in differentways. The
simplestcase to envisage is that of a group splittinginto two smaller
groups, one staying in the ancestral home and the other moving
elsewhere.The language of the firstis likely to change more slowly
than that ofthe second, and the two will certainlychange in different
ways. If two languages are compared and are found to have sixtysix basic words in common, the one certain fact, if the nuclear
language is unknown and the formula stated above is correct,is
that they cannot have parted more than five thousand years ago,
but if in fact each language has also retained another sixteen
original basic words, but differentones, the parting cannot have
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been morethan fourthousand years ago. There is however no means
of findingout whethermore than the sixty-sixcommon words are
in fact derived from the original nuclear language or not, unless
that language is known, and if it is known there are, of course,
simplermethods than glottochronologyforworkingout the history
of the daughter languages.
When other scholars began to apply these techniques other
difficultiesarose which put the whole validity of the formula in
doubt.
In the firstplace all the basic concepts were expressed as single
English words, and some single words in English, or any other
language, are notoriously ambiguous. For example "stand" may
connote "not to fall", "not to move" or "to rise to one's feet", and
other languages may use differentwords forall three or any two of
them. It was also founddifficultto determinethe exact connotation
of words in use a thousand years ago, or indeed more recently,if
they are now obsolete, and it is in any case a matterof subjective
judgement whether two words which have some points of resemblance to one another are cognate or not, particularlyif one or both
the languages concerned have undergone far-reachingphonetic
changes.
It has been pointed out above that it is à priori probable that
some languages have been more conservativethan others,and tests
with the 100 plus 100 list showed that this conservatismtended to
be discriminatory,in the sense that words in the "diagnostic items"
list proved to be more resistantto change than those in the "supplementaryitems" list. This is statisticallysignificantsince in the long
run a combinationof a survival rate of 90% forone hundredwords
and one of 70% for another hundred words produces a different
result froma survival rate of 80% fortwo hundred words.
Worst of all, it was found that the basic vocabularies of some
languages were not so accommodatingas to survive at the predicted
rate of 81% per thousand years; some were moreresistantto change
than this, othersless. Attemptswere made to refinethe formulain
order to make allowance for special factorswhich were thought to
account for these discrepancies, and the last article in the series
listed above is a welterof complicated mathematicalformalaewhich
only the most highlyqualified mathematician could understand.
The whole idea of glottochronologyhad never commended itself
to more than a minorityof anthropologists,and criticswere soon
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launchinga general attack on it. They pointed out all the difficulties
in its application listed above, and others as well. But their main
objection was a fundamental one. Language, they said, is not a
concrete object, either inanimate like a bit of organic matter, or
animate like a human being or an animal. It is an abstract thing
created by human minds, and as such is more likely to behave like
a living organismthan like a piece of dead matter. Indeed the mere
fact that it has proved impossible to devise a rate of survival formula equally applicable to all languages proves that this is so. If a
number of living organismsare given a particular task they do not
all performit at exactly the same pace ; forexample iftwelve horses
and riders are put in a row and sent offsimultaneouslyto a point
two miles away, the one thingwhich is certain is that they will not
all arrive there at the same moment. That is, after all, what races
like the Derby are about. Moreover, judging by the analogy of
livingorganisms,it is unlikelythat the basic vocabulary ofa language
will change at an exactly uniformpace over a long period of time ; a horse runninga two mile race does not maintain an exactly
uniformspeed over the whole distance, it goes slower at one time
and faster at another. So also the rate at which vocabularies
alter varies from time to time dependant upon many things, of
which the most importantis the extent to which those who speak
them are in contact with speakers of other languages. This applies
not only to the basic, but also, and even more, to the peripheral
parts of the vocabulary.
To sum up, glottochronologyhas not established, and never
will establish, itselfas an exact science able to determinethe exact
dates at which modern languages which are genetically connected
parted fromone another and became separate languages forat least
fourreasons :
(1) unless the whole basic vocabulary of a nuclear language is
known, it is impossible to determinehow much of that basic vocabulary survives in any given modern language ;
(2) languages do not all change at exactly the same rate;
(3) no language changes at an exactly uniformrate throughout
the whole period of its existence;
(4) therefore,even if a particularlanguage has survived in written
documentssufficiently
long to make it available as a "control case",
so that its survival rate over a fairlylong period can be calculated,
this survival rate cannot safely be projected backwards and used
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as a basis forcalculating the date at which the language concerned
parted fromsome otherlanguage and became a separate indépendant
language in the more remote past.
Neverthelessthe investigationsin this connexioninto the history
of individual languages and groups of languages have proved the
value of lexicostatisticsas a technique for demonstratingthe validity of Sapir's dictum quoted above. If the basic vocabularies of a
number of related languages are analysed, it can be shown that
those which have a greater number of basic words in common
parted more recentlythan those which have a lesser number, and
when it is foundthat some languages have one word in common for
a particular concept, while other languages have another word in
commonforthe same concept it can be shown that these two groups
trace their ancestry back to the original nuclear language through
two differentintermediatelanguages. "Control case" examinations
of the vocabularies of individual languages forwhich evidence over
a reasonably long period is available are also of value as indicating
whether those languages are by nature more or less resistant to
change than is normal.
Conversely if the basic vocabularies of two or more languages
which are suspected of being geneticallyrelated are analysed, and
it is found that they are entirelydifferentor have a bare minimum
of words in common, it can safely be deduced that they are not
geneticallyrelated and that the commonwords are eitherloan words
or cases of fortuitousresemblance. This deduction is reinforcedif
"control case" examination of the individual languages shows
that they have been unusually resistant to change in the known
past.
Perhaps the most valuable contributionwhich these investigations have made to the science of comparative philology has been
the painstaking compilation of a list of basic concepts for use in
vocabulary comparisons. This list has put into precise forman idea
which, in a vague form, has been at the back of the minds of
comparative philologists for a long time past. Lexicostatistics is
obviously a perfectlyimpartial technique, and one not hitherto
available, fortestingthe validity of the Altaic theory.
Apart from arguments relating to phonetic and grammatical
structurewhichcan neverbe decisive,sincemanyunrelatedlanguages
have similar phonetic and grammatical structures,the proponents
of the Altaic theoryhave always based their case on the contention
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that the Turkish, Mongolian and Tungus languages have so manywords in common that the only reasonable explanation of these
words is that they were inherited from *Proto Altaic. But no
serious considerationseems ever to have been given to the question
whetherthese common words are parts of the basic vocabularies,
in which case they would be significant,or of the peripheralvocabularies, in which case they are as likely as not, indeed more likely
than not, to be loan words. With lexicostatisticswe can approach
the problem from the other end and discover with mathematical
accuracy whetherthe proportionof common basic words is statistically significantor not.
In applying the technique I had to follow the same stages as
those described above. First I had to compile a list of 200 basic
concepts suitable in an "Altaic" environment.The latest, 100 plus
100, list seemed to be appropriate with only minor modifications.
No change seemed to be required in the 100 "diagnostic items",
but the list of "supplementaryitems" did not include several which
are supremelytypical of "Altaic" life, bow, arrow, dwelling (tent,
hut, house, etc.), horse and to ride, and it seemed unfortunatethat
"to cry (weep)", which was included in the first,215 concepts, list,
had been omitted fromthe final one. On the other hand it seemed
sensible to make room for these six items by dropping (1) "dull
(not sharp)" which at any rate in Turkish is expressed by periphrases, "not piercing, without sharpness, without a point" etc.
which vary fromlanguage to language; (2) "saliva" which is hardly
a subject of every-day conversation in this area; (3) "rain" which
appears in both halves of the list, presumablyboth as a verb and as
a noun, and can be omitted fromthe latter; (4) "spear" which is a
much less characteristicweapon of the area than bow and arrow;
and (5), (6) "at" and "in", which in these languages are expressed
by declensional cases and not independentwords. The list of supplementaryitems was altered accordingly.In the originallist the items
are entered in no discoverable order; it seemed tidier to break them
up into grammatical categories and to arrange the words in most
categoriesin alphabetical order,the "diagnostic items" being numbered 1 to 100 and the supplementaryitems S 1 to S 100.
The next stage was to prepare lists of the words which expressed
these concepts in the earliest available formsof the threelanguages.
So faras Turkishis concernedit was possible by drawingon the Türkii and Uygur inscriptions,the Uygur manuscriptsand (to fillin a
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few gaps) Kāsgarī's Diwan Luģāti'I-Turk to compile a list of the
basic wordsin Turkishabout thousand years ago. So faras Mongolian
is concernedit was possible to compile a similarlist fromthe Secret
History,the Mongolian-ChineseHua-i I-yü and the Mongolian glosses to Zamaxsarï's Muqaddimatu'l-Adab, representingthe basic
wordsin use in Mongolian about seven hundredyears ago. Dr. Charles Bawden, the Reader in Mongolian at the School of Oriental and
AfricanStudies, Universityof London, was so good as to check this
list forme. Tungus presenteda special problem. The remains of the
Jurchenlanguage, the oldest known Tungus language, are too scanty to provide the necessary material. Manchu, the only other Tungus language writtenbefore the nineteenthcentury,seemed to be
the obvious alternative,but is not particularlysatisfactoryforthree
reasons; it is somewhat atypical of the language group as a whole,
it is notoriouslyriddledwithChineseand Mongolianloan words some
of which have even penetrated the basic vocabulary, and there
is, so far as I am aware, no dictionaryinto Manchu in any foreign
language. I was thereforecompelled to compile a list by laborious
search in the jungles of the so-called "Ch'ien-lungPentaglott", a
dictionaryof Manchu withtranslationsinto Tibetan, Mongolian,the
Tiirkiof Chinese Turkestan and Chinese. This task would have been
forpractical purposes impossible if I had not had the benefitof the
admirable Index to that work compiled by ProfessorJohnKrueger
of Indiana University and published in Ural-AltaischeJahrbücher
,
XXX B (1963), pp. 228 ff.ProfessorDr. Walter Fuchs of Universität
Köln was so good as to check and complete this list forme.
Next I thoughtthat it would be usefulto discoverhow resistantto
change Turkish and Mongolian have been duringthe last thousand
and seven hundred years respectively,and compiled tables showing
the equivalents of the old Turkish words in four modern Turkish
languages as differentfromone another as possible, Tuvan, Uzbek,
Osmanli as it was spoken fortyyears ago beforethe modernperiod
of language reformbegan, and Chuvash, and the equivalents of the
old Mongolian words in two modern Mongolian languages of which
dictionarieswere readily available, the modern Mongolian of Inner
Mongolia writtenin the traditionalMongolian scriptand the modern
Mongolian writtenin Cyrillicscriptwhich is the officiallanguage of
the Mongolian People's Republic. These are of course only two of
the modernlanguages ; an analysis of otherlanguages,likeKalmuk or
Buriat, mighthave produced a slightlydifferentresult.
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It is unnecessaryto include in this paper more than a tabulation
of the results. These are contained in Tables I and II.
In preparingthese tables I was confrontedby the same difficulties
that have confrontedother workersin this field.Survival is not the
simple concept which it at firstsight seems to be ; there are in fact
fourkinds of survival of differentdegrees of completeness:
(1) the old word,withor withoutphoneticchange,or a closelycognate one, for example a differentnoun adjective derived fromthe
same verb, may survive with its original meaning;
(2) the old word may survive but with a modifiedmeaning (for
example the old Mongolian word for"head", in an anatomical sense,
now survives only as an adjective in such phrases as "head man")
and its place in its original sense may be taken by some other old
word which originallyhad a slightlydifferentmeaning;
(3) the old word may survive with a modifiedmeaning, and its
place in its original meaning may be taken by some other word
which is not demonstrablyan old one and may even be a loan word;
(4) the old word may have become obsolete and been replaced by
another old word which originallyhad a slightlydifferentmeaning.
Only the firstof these is a case of complete survival, but there is
some elementof survival in the others.In the tables these fourcases
are tabulated as survival (1), (2), (3) and (4) respectively.
Indeed there is a furthercomplication. Dr. Bawden has pointed
out to me that in some modernMongolian languages some old words
have survivedin theiroriginalmeaningsbut are no longerthe words
most commonlyused in those meanings. This is, however,a phenomenon fairlycommon in all languages ; for example in English the
old word "banquet" is well understood, but the word commonly
used in this sense is "dinner".
When an old word has disappeared and not been replaced by another old word,it is sometimes replaced by a loan word and sometimes by a word which is not demonstrablyan old word but cannot be traced in an earlier period. It seemed useful to distinguish
between these two cases in the Tables.
Some element of subjective judgement has inevitably gone into
the compilation of the tables, but there were ratherspecial difficulties in interpretingthe Chuvash list. Fundamentally it is descended
fromthe language of a Turkish people who moved fromtheir original homes in eastern Asia to the Volga valley perhaps as early as
the fourthor fifthcentury,and there is some evidence that even as
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early as this the language had become in some respects,and notably
fromthe ancestor of the other Turin its phonetics,ratherdifferent
kish languages. Later it absorbed a numberof loan words,mainlyin
the peripheralpart of the vocabulary, some fromthe languages of
the Tatars and other Turkish peoples who arrived in this area at a
later date, and some from the languages of neighbouringFinnoUgrian peoples. It did not become a writtenlanguage until the nineteenth century.Enough is known of its phonetic historyforus to be
certain that, for example, verem"long" is the same word as the
standard Turkish uzu:n pronounced differently,and that pilek
"five" is cognate to standard Turkish bé:s; but in some cases there
is a real doubt whether a particular Chuvash word is cognate to
some standard Turkish word with the same meaning or not.
Table I
Basic vocabularyofEarlyTurkishcomparedwith:
items
Diagnostic
Survival(1)
Survival(2)
Survival(3)
Survival(4)
Loan words
Miscellaneous
items
Supplementary
Survival(1)
Survival(2)
Survival(3)
Survival(4)
Loan words
Miscellaneous

Tuvan
81
3
2
5
3
6
Tõõ
80
3
1112
5
2
9
100

Uzbek
91
3
6-3
Too

Osmanli
92
1
1
4

Chuvash
77
7

2
Too*

13
loo

88
1

84
1

62
-

3
3
4
100

4
4
6
100

9
2
25
100

Table II
Basic vocabularyofEarlyMongoliancomparedwith:
items
Diagnostic
Survival(1)
Survival(2)
Survival(3)
Survival(4)
Loan words
Miscellaneous

ModernWritten
Mongolian
94
5
1
TÕÕ

MPR Mongolian
94
4
2
"TÕÕ
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items
Supplementary
Survival(1)
Survival(2)
Survival(3)
Survival(4)
Loan words
Miscellaneous

ModernWritten
Mongolian
95
2
2
1
TÕÕ

13

MPR Mongolian
93
2
3
1
1
TÕÕ

An examination of these tables shows:
(1) that Mongolian has been quite exceptionally resistant to
change; only about 1% of the words in currentuse seven hundred
years ago are now completely obsolete, and very nearly 95% are
still in currentuse in their original meaning, although 1 or 2% are
no longer the words most commonlyused in these meanings.
(2) that except forChuvash, which in any event parted fromthe
other Turkish languages not a thousand years ago but fifteenhundred or perhaps even more, and to a lesser extent for Tuvan, the
Turkish languages also have been more than usually resistant to
change. The diagnostic items have been marginallymore restistant
than the supplementaryitems. In Uzbek only 9% and in Osmanli
only 10% of the words in use thousand years ago have become completely obsolete (these figuresrepresentingthe totals of "survival
(4), loan words and miscellaneous" in the table) and nearly 90% are
still in use in their original meanings.
In the light of this knowledgewe can now proceed to examine the
lists ofwordsused forthe 200 basic concepts in tenthcenturyTurkish,
thirteenthcenturyMongolian and eighteenthcenturyManchu set
out in Table III. To facilitatethe comparison words in any one column which are identical with, or seem to be related to, words in
another column are italicized.
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Table III
of
Comparison
EarlyTurkish

Concept
items
Diagnostic
Nouns
1 ashes
2 (birch)bark1
3 belly
4 bird
5 blood
6 bone
7 breast,chest
8 claw(/nail)2
9 cloud
10 dog
11 ear
12 earth
(a) general3
(b) soil
13 egg
14 eye
15 fat
16 feather
17 fire
18 fish
19 flesh(/meat)
20 foot4
21 hair
(a) general5
(b) ofhead
(c) ofbody
22 hand6
23 head

EarlyMongolian Manchu

kül
fulenggi
(h)ünesü(n)
to:z
caifa,alan
uyilsun
ke'eli
kann
hefeli
šiba'un
gasha
ku§
òisun
ka:n
senggi
giranggi
yasun
süqük
tunggen
tö:§ (dö:§), kögöz ëe'eji
tarma:k kimüsü(n)/kimülošoho
tirrjak,
e'ülen
bulut
tugi
indahôn
it
noyay
šan
ëikin
kul(k)ak
yé:r
topra:k
yumurtga:
kö:z (gö:z)
ya: g
yüg
o:t (o:d)
balik
et
adak

Yaíar
köser,široy
ömdegen/ö
ndegen
nidun
e'ükün/ö'ükün
ödön
al
Jiyasun
miqan
köl

na
boihon
umhan
yasa
nimenggi
funggaha
tuwa
nimaha
yali
bethe

kil
saç
tü:
elig
ba§

(h)üsü
,,
„
Yar
teri'ün

funiyehe
,,
„
gala
uju

1 Birchbark
in the "Altaic"area.
is theonlybarkofeconomicsignificance
2 Mostlanguagesusethesamewordfor(human)"nail"and (animal)"claw".
3 All threelanguagesdistinguish
between"earth"as opposedto "heaven",
thiswordalso beingused for"country,
place" and thelike,and "earth"in
thesenseof "soil".
4 Thereis a tendencyin all threelanguagesforthesamewordsto be used
for"hand" (22) and "arm" (s 1) and "leg" (s 20) and "foot"respectively.
whilein
Russiandoes the same thing(ruka"hand/arm";noga "leg/foot"),
words
Chinesethe same wordis used for"hand" and "arm" and different
wordsfor
for"leg" and "foot".Both Turkishand Mongolianhave different
used for"arm" and
"upperarm" and "thigh"and thesetoo are sometimes
"leg".
5 Turkishseemsto be alonein distinguishing
between"hair(ofthehead),
(bodyor animal)hair,a hair(generally)".
6 See note4.
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24 heart
yüreJc
büñüz
25 horn
ti:z (di:z)
26 knee
27 leaf
yapurģa:k
28 liver
bagir
bit
29 louse
30 man,male7 er,érkek
31 moon
a:y
ta : g (da : g)
32 mountain
33 mouth
agiz
a:t (a: d)
34 name
35 neck
boyun
tün (dün)
36 night
burun
37 nose
38 person
ki§i:
39 rain
yagmur
40 road (/path)8 yo:l/oruk
41 root
kök,yiltiz,tö:z
42 sand
kum,kayir
urug
43 seed
teri:(deri:)
44 skin
tütün
45 smoke
46 star
yultuz
47 stone
ta§
kün
48 sun9
kudruk
49 tail
til (dil)
50 tongue
51 tooth
ti§ (di§)
52 tree,wood
igaç
su: v
53 water
54 woman
evçi:,ura:gut
(female)10 (tiçi: (di§i:))

15

EarlyMongolian Manchu
firüge/fürüge
eber
ebüdüg
nabčin
(h)elige(n)
bö'esün
ere
sara(n)
a'ula
ama(n)
nere
küjügün
süni
qabar
gü'ün
qura
jam/mör
(h)uja'ur/uju'ur
elesü(n)
(h)üre
arasun
(h)uni
(h)odun
čila*un,gürü
naran
se'iil
kelen
sidü(n),südü(n)
modon
usu(n)
eme

niyaman
uyhe
buhi
abdaha
fahun
čihe
haha
biya
alin
angga
gebu
meifen
dobori
oforo
niyalma
aga
Jugôn
da
yongga
use
suku
šanggiyan
usiha
wehe
šun
unčehen
ilenggu
weihe
moo
muke
hehe

7 Turkishand Mongolian
use thesame (Turkish)wordfor"man" (as opwords.The words
posedto "woman")and"husband"(517),Manchudifferent
from
used for"man", in the sense of "person"(No. 38), are all different
these.
8 "Path, track"in the senseof a routeused by animalsor pedestrians,
is
an olderconceptthan"road" in thesenseofa routeusedbybodiesofpeople
and Mongolianmörforthefirst.The Turkish
or vehicles.Turkishuses oruJc
wordfor"road", yo:l, probablyoriginallymeant "route" in an abstract
sense,ratherthan "a made road". The Mongolianwordfor"road" fam,
laterborrowedby Turkishas yam,seemsto be a loan wordfromChinese
chart(MiddleChineseťam),whichoriginally
meant"a stageon a journey;a
postingstation"and onlylatercameto mean"road".
9 Turkishhas the samewordfor"sun" and "day" (s 6), Mongolianand
words.
Manchudifferent
10 Mongolianand Manchuhave specific
wordsfor"woman";Turkishhas a
ti§i: (di§i:) , but has used different
specificwordfor"female(generally)",
wordsorphrasesfor"woman"at different
periods;in theearliestperiodthe
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EarlyTurkish

Concepts
Adjectives
55 all11
56 big
57 black
58 cold
59 dry
60 full
61 good
62 green
62 hot
64 long
65 many
66 new
67 red
68 round
(circular)
69 small
70 white
71 yellow
Pronouns
72 I12
73 we13,14

EarlyMongolian Manchu

büri,qamuy
barça:,kop
kamaļ
yeke
uluģ,bedük
kara:
qara
köyiten
soguk
kurug
qokimay
dü'üren
tolu: (dolu:)
sayin
edgü:,yaxçi:
noyo'an
yaçil
qakCun
isig
urtu
uzu:n
olon
ükü§
šine
yaqi:
kizil
(h)ulďan
, tö'erig
tegirmi
:(degermi:)tögörigey
kiçig
a :k
sariģ

ücügen
caya'an
šira (sira)

yooni
amba
sahaliyan
sahôrun
olhon
jalu
sain
niowanggiyan
halhôn
golmin
geren,labdu
iče
fulgiyan
muheliyen
ajige,osohon
šanyan
suwayan

bi
bi (Gen.minö)
be (excl.)muse
ba (excl.)bida
(incl.)
(inci.)
si
či (*ti)
sen
74 thou
ere
ene (Pl. ede)
bu: ( ?bo:)
75 this
tere
tere(Pl. tede)
ol
76 that
"withlong clothes";ura:(jut is
phrasecommonlyused was uzu:n tonlufi
attestedonlyfromthe eleventhto the fourteenth
century;evçi:, literally
"housewife"was used in thissensefroman earlyperiodand stillsurvives
in somelanguages,butmostmodernlanguagesuse Arabicloanwordswhich
have otherliteralmeanings("pudenda,weak" etc.).
11 Theonlywordcommonto TurkishandMongolian
is an Iranianloanword
whichreachedTurkishas kamafjand was passed on withlabial attraction,
as qamuy.
12 It is a known,but unexplained,
factthatthereare assonancesbetween
to oneanother,
thePersonalPronounsoflanguageswhichare quiteunrelated
as forexamplebetweenEnglishmine, Germanmeinand theGenitives(with
and Mongolianbi,minöand betof Turkishben, menir),
labial assimilation)
weenLatin tu "thou" and Mongolianči (Hi). The assonancesbetweenthe
be takenas significant.
threelanguagesin items72 and 73 cannottherefore
13 Both Mongolianand Manchuhave different
wordsforexclusive"we"
(i. e. we but not you) and inclusive"we" (I, or we, and you). Turkishuses
thesamewordforboth.
14 Althoughthereis a theoretical
that Turkishye:-was earlier
possibility
Thereis also a
ďe'- and cognateto Mongolianide-,thisis veryimprobable.
thatManchurianfé-is cognateto Turkishyé:-(in somedialects
possibility
is almost
The resemblance
ide-, butthistoo is improbable.
]é-)or Mongolian
fortuitous.
certainly
ben
biz
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EarlyMongolian Manchu

77 who?
78 what?

kim
ne

ken
ya'u

we,ya
ay, ya

Numerals
79 one
80 two

bi:r
ékki:

nigen
qoyar

eme
juwe

ese, ulu
-

akâ
akâ

üge'üy

akâ

ja'u-, qaja-

sai-

tüle-

tufadajibuče-,budaomi-,waidajeteyebudonjiwasadeduse-,gisure-

kör-(gör-)
olorudì:tur-(*dur-)
yüzyon:-

ireüküu'uidenisöksonosalamedekebteke'e-,ügüle-,
keleleüjesa'uumta-,untabaiyionbayabu-

elig,ko:l
ok

yar
sumu(n)

gala
niru

arka:
ya:
ké:nç (gé:nç)
kün
to: z, to:ý

aru
numu(n)
no'un,kö'üken
üdür
to'uson

fisa
beri
jui
inenggi
buraki

Concept

Adverbsetc.
81 not(a)isolated (suffix)
(b) is not
dag ol, degül
(c) does not
exist
yok
Verbs
82 bite
īsir-,ti§la:(diçla:-)
83 burn(trans.) örte:-,küñür-,
yakkel-(gel-)
84 come
öl85 die
86 drink
iç87 eat
yé:88 fly
uçbé:r89 give
90 hear(listen
to) éçid-,(tinia-)
ölür91 kill
92 know
bil93 lie (down)
yatté:- (dé:-),sözle:94 say
95 see
96 sit
97 sleep
98 stand
99 swim
100walk

tuwateamgailiselbiyabu-

Supplementary
items
Nouns
S 1 arm15
S 2 arrow
S 3 back
(anatomical)
S 4 bow
S 5 child
S 6 day16
S 7 dust
15 See note4.
16 See note9.
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EarlyTurkish

Concept

EarlyMongolian Manchu

e: v
S 8 dwelling
ger
eči'e
S 9 father
kaq ; ata :
S 10 flower
çéçek
čečeg
tuma:n (dumarn) budan,manan
Sil fog,mist
S 12 fruit
yémi§
jimiš
kiirk
S 13 fur17
nekey
ot
ebesün
S 14 grass
S 15 guts(bowels)baģirsuk,içegii: abit,gedesün
at
S 16 horse
mori(n)
ere
S 17 husband18 er
bu:z
mölsün
S 18 ice
kö:l (gö:l)
na'ur
S 19 lake
S 20 leg19
adak,bu:t
yuya
érin
S 21 lip
(h)urul
sü :t (sü: d)
sün
S 22 milk20
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S
S

23 mother
24 navel
25 rope,cord
26 salt
27 sea21
28 sky22
29 snake
30 snow
31 wife
32 wind
33 wing

boo
ama
ilha
taiman
tubihe
furdehe
orho
duha
morin
eygen
juhe
omo
bethe
fernen
huhun(human)
sun (animal)
ö : g; ana:
eke
eme
kindik
köyesün
ulenggu
de'esiin
futa
yip
dabusun
tu: z
dabsun
mederi
taluy,
teqiz(deqiz) dalay
:, kö:k (gö: k) tengeri
,(oqtaryoy)abka
teyri
meihe
yila:n
moyay
ka :r
časun
nimanggi
kisi:
gergey
sargan
edun
yé:1
key
kanat
asha
ji'ür

17 It is difficult
to findgenerictermsfor"fur"in earlyTurkishor Mongothesamewordswereusedforindividualfur-bearing
lian. Originally
animals
like the ermineand sable and theirfurs;laterthe wordsfor"skin" were
attachedto thesewords.Turkishkürlcas a generictermis not attested
beforethe eleventhcenturyand Mongoliannekey
, now "fur" generally,
meantspecifically
"sheepskin".
originally
18 See note7.
19 Ibid.
20 OnlyManchudistinguishes
betweenhumanand animal"milk".
21 Turkishtaluyis certainly
a Chineseloan word,and it has beenplausibly
thatit is a combination
ofta "great"and luythemediaevalname
suggested
oftheSangkanriverin Chihli,downwhichtheTurksmadea raidingexpeditionand saw thesea forthefirsttimein thelate seventhcentury.
Mongolian
it was borrowed
fromTurkish
dalàyis obviouslythesameword,butwhether
or directfromChineseis uncertain.
22 teyri
: was inherited
by the Turksfromthe languageof the Hsiung-nu,
whichmay or may not have been an ancestorof the Turkishlanguage.It
properlymeant"heaven"in a mystical,religioussenseand was used in a
physicalsenseonlyin suchcontextsas "heavenand earth".It was certainly
a loan wordin Mongolianwhereit was used in the sameway. The modern
is notnotedin theearlyperiod
jogtorguy
Mongolianwordfor"sky" oqtaryoy
but maybe an old word.
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S 34 worm
S 35 year23

kurt
yil

Adjectives
S 36 alive
S 37 bad

tirig(dirig)
yavlak,yavuz,
yama: n
true çin,kértü:
S 38 correct,
S 39 dark
kararjģu:
S 40 dirty
kirlig
S 41 far
uzak,irak
S 42 few
a: z
S 43 heavy
agir
S 44 left
so :1
(notright)
S 45 narrow
ta:r (da:r)
S 46 near
yaguk,yakin
S 47 old
(a) general24eski:
(b) human (aviçga:),kan:
S 48 other,
özge:,öqi:
different
S 49 right
oq
(notleft)
S 50 ripe
bi§ig,olgun
S 51 rotten25
irig
S 52 sharp
yitig
S 53 short
kisga:
S 54 smooth,
tü:z (dû:z)
level
S 55 straight
köni:
S 56 thick
kalin,yogun
S 57 thin
yinçge
S 58 wet
ö:l, çig
S 59 wide
ke:ņ

19

qoroqay
(h)on,fil

umiyaha
aniya

amidu
ma'u

ergengge
ehe

ünen
qarayýuy
burtaq
qola
jöyen
kündü
je'ün

mene,yala
farhôn
langse
goro,aldangga
komso
ujen
dashôwan,hasho

(h)i'utan
oyira

isheliyen
hanči

qa'ucin
(ebügen)
busu,ö'ere

fe
sagda
enču

bara'un

jebele,iči

bolbasun
(iljilemel)
qurča
oqor
qabtayay

ureshôn
niyaha
dačun
foholon
nečin,halfiyan

šiduryu
Juja'an
narin
nimgen,
noyitan
a'uy, örgen

tondo
muwa,jiramin
narhôn,
nekeliyen
usihin
leli,onco

23 Mongolianfilis usedonlyin therestricted
senseof"a yearofthetwelvea loan wordborrowed
at thesametimeas the
animalcycle"and is certainly
that the
cycleitself.We knowfromKā §gari(I 31 in Atalay'stranslation)
of some Oguz dialects.By the
soundchangey > c (f) was characteristic
eleventhcenturymostof the Oguz had movedfarto the west,but in the
cornerof
eighthcenturytheywerestillmainlylocatedin the northeastern
thesteppesin theregionofthe Selengaand Tola riversand theyhad been
therefora longtime.The wordwas probablyborrowedfromthemby the
withthetwelve-animal
cycle,
MongolsortheirancestorstheKitan,together
sometimein thesecondhalfofthefirstmillennium.
24 Turkishkan: means"old" (generally)
ofhumans,but aviçtja:and Mon"an old man".
meant,morespecifically,
golianebügen
25 No old Mongolianwordfor"rotten"seemsto have survived.
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EarlyTurkish

EarlyMongolian Manchu

Pronouns
S 60 ye
S 61 he

siz
ol (Gen.amq)

suwe
i

S 62 they

ola:r; anla:r

ta
(* i , Gen.ino),
tere
(* a, Gen.ano),
tede

Numerals
S 63 three
S 64 four
S 65 five

ûç
tört(dort)
bé: §

yurban
dörben
tabun

ilan
duin
sunja

dooro(dooyši)

fejile,fejirge

ende
ker

erede
adarame

kerber(suffix)
tende
de'ere (de'egši)
keli,(kejiye)
qa'a
(suffix)
qamtu

aikabade(suffix)
terede,tede
dergi
atanggi
yade,aibide
sasa, emgi

keyisuiyilaëabôi-,oqtaluquunaayuurusköbsi-

edusonggogiri-,fatafetetuhegeleeyebeye-

Adverbs
etc.
kodi:
S 66 down
(downwards)
bunta:
S 67 here
S 68 how?
neçûk,kali:,
kalti:
S 69 if26
abaq (suffix)
anta:
S 70 there
S 71 up (upwards)örü: (yokaru:)
S 72 when?
kaçan
S 73 where?
kanta:,kam:
birle: »
S 74 with27
Verbs
S 75 blow
S 76 cry(weep)
S 77 cut
S 78 dig
S 79 fall
S 80 fear
S 81 flow
S 82 freeze
(intrans.)
S 83 hit
S 84 hold
S 85 pierce

ür-,eslgla:biç-,keskaztü§-(dü§-)
korkaktog-(dog-)

öe

ur-,çap-,sokašigi-,delet-,tus- tantatut(h)atyu-,bari- ' sefere-,
jafafondoloöt-,tei-(del-),
qatyu-,ülgete§-(de§-),sançS 86 pull
tartčir-,jikdü-,tata- tataS 87 push
ittūreanaS 88 ride(trans.) binunoyaluS 89 rub
türt-(dürt-),
aröihisha-,sibisa-,
siirtmonji26 In all threelanguages"if" is represented
mood,and in
by a conditional
all threea conditional
sentence
may,butneednot,beginwithan independent
wordmeaning"if". Turkishabar¡becameobsoleteat an earlydate.
27 "With" is expressedin Mongolianand most Tunguslanguagesby a
Comitative
case,whichdoesnotexistin Turkish.In Turkishand in Manchu,
whichhas lostits Comitative
and in
case, it is expressedby a postposition,
is sometimes
attachedto thatcase.
Mongoliana postposition
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EarlyTurkish

90 sew
tik-(dik-)
91 sing
irla:92 split(trans.) yar93 squeeze
kis-,sik94 suck
(a) generallysor(b) thebreast em95 swell
si§-,kabar96 think
sakin97 throw
at98 tie,bind
ba:-, bagla:99 vomit
kus100wash
yu:(trans.)

21

EarlyMongolian Manchu
oyada'olaqayaldaru-

ifì-,ufiučulesaëisiri-

šimi-(*simi-)
kököšiberi-,qabudsetkiteběibüselebö'öljeukiya-

simiaibigônifaha-,waliyahotho-,hôwaitaogšiobo-

A comparison between the Turkish and Manchu columns shows
that apart fromthe assonances in Nos. 72 and 73 and possibly 87,
which for the reasons stated above cannot be taken as significant,
thereare no basic words commonto Turkishand Manchu and consequently the two languages cannot possibly be geneticallyrelated.
A comparison between the Turkish and Mongolian columns
showsthat theremay be as many as sixteenitemsin whichthe words
in the two columns are certainlyor possibly identical or cognate,
but not more. Twelve of them fall into fourgroups containingwords
with similar characteristics:
(1) The assonances in Nos. 72 and 73 cannot be taken as significant.
(2) The words commonto the two columnsin Nos. 55 ("all"), S 27
("sea") and S 28 ("sky") are, in Turkish, loan words from other
languages and, in Mongolian, loan words either from Turkish or,
less probably, fromthe languages fromwhich they originallycame.
(3) In No. 24 ("heart"), S 12 ("fruit") and S 35 ("year") a Mongolian word beginningwith )- correspondsto a Turkish word beginningwith y-. For the reasons already stated fil "year" must be a
Turkishloan word; so too must jimis "fruit",since yémis is a deverbal noun fromyê:- "to eat", and neitherthe suffix-mis nor the verb
itselfoccur in Mongolian. It is thereforereasonable to suppose that
No. 24 is also a Turkish loan word borrowedfromthe same dialect
and at about the same time as the other two. It is also reasonable
to suppose that S 10 ("flower"), a word of the same kind as S 12
("fruit"), is a Turkish loan word.
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(4) In threecases, Nos. 47 ("stone"), 68 ("round") and S 7 ("dust")
the Mongolian words are easily explained as Turkish loan words
with Mongolian suffixes,but difficultto explain in any other way.
"Stone", tas in standard Turkish, is çul in Chuvash. There are
reasons, too complicated to explain here, forsupposing (1) that the
name Çuvas is a later formofthe old tribalname Tavgaç; and (2) that
the Chuvash language is descended fromthat of the historicTavgaç
(T'o-pa, in the Chinese records) who founded the NorthernWei, or
T'o-pa, Dynasty in northernChina in the fourthcenturyand were
for a number of years in close contact with the Kitan. čila'unf çil
( tas) with the Mongolian suffix-(a)' un, probably enteredthe Eatan
language duringthat period.
The correspondencein No. 68 is imperfect.Tegirmi:is a deverbal
adjective fromthe verb Hegir-"to surround,encircle,revolve" and
the like, which has not survived in the basic form,but is the basis
and tegirmen.Another
of Turkish words like tegre:,tegirt
-, tegirmelc
is
not
derived
word, *tegirig
actually recordedbut mightbe
possible
the origin of Mongolian tö'erig, while to'erigeymight be a cognate
word with the Mongolian suffix-gey.There is no known Mongolian
verb fromwhich these words could be derived.
To'osun "dust" is fairlyobviously the Turkish word to:g with a
Mongolian suffix-(o)sun attached.
This leaves only No. 30 (and S 17) er - ere "man, husband", 57
kara: - gara "black", S 39 karaygu: - qarayyuy "dark" and perhaps No. 71 sang - ¿ira (sira) "yellow" to form the basis of the
theory that the two languages are genetically related. They are
obviously quite insufficientforthis purpose.
Comparisonofthe Mongolian and Manchu columnsis complicated
by the fact that there are known to be a great many Chinese and
Mongolian loan words in the peripheral, and to some extent even
in the basic, vocabulary of Manchu. In the presentlist at least two
words.No. 52 "tree, wood" moo and S 40 "dirty" langse,are unquestionably Chinese loan words; it would thereforenot be surprising
to findsome Mongolian loan words also. A comparison of the two
lists showsthat there may be as many as fifteenitems in whichthe
words in the two columns are certainly or possibly identical or
cognate, but not more. It is significantthat none of these items are
the same as those in which there are correspondencesbetween the
Turkish and Mongolian columns, except Nos. 72 and 73. For the
reasons already stated these assonances cannot be taken as signifi-
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cant. The remainingthirteenitems (two of them dubious) include
fourtermsfor animal and economic products of a kind which very
peoples mightbe expected to borrowfrom
primitiveforest-dwelling
their more advanced neighbours, No. 13 "egg" (dubious); S 16
"horse" (perhaps culturallythe most significantword in the list);
S 22 "(animal) milk" and S 26 "salt". Of the two pronouns S 61 i
is peculiar to Manchu in the Tungus language group and so, if not
fortuitous,probably borrowedfromMongolian,and tere"that" is the
Manchu form of the general Tungus pronoun tara analysed as ta
with a suffix-ra. The remainderare one noun, No. 3 "belly"; three
adjectives, Nos. 61 "good", 63 "hot", and 67 "red" (dubious) and
three verbs, No. 100 "to walk", S 86 "to pull" and S 94 "to suck".
This last group representsno more than 3.5% of the whole list. It is
obviously quite insufficientto serve as a basis forthe theorythat
the two languages are geneticallyrelated.
The resultsof the application of lexicostatisticaltechniques to the
appraisal of the Altaic theory can be summarized as follows:
(1) During the historical period Mongolian has been quite exceptionallyresistantto change and Turkishmorethan usually resistant. There is no reason to suppose that these are recentphenomena.
(2) Turkish and Manchu are demonstrablynot geneticallyrelated
since they have no basic vocabulary in common.
(3) Afterexcludingthe wordswhich can certainlyor reasonably be
regarded as loan words the common elements in the Turkish and
Mongolian basic vocabularies are no more than 2% of the whole,
and these can more easily be explained as loan words than as evidence of a genetic relationship,particularly having regard to (1)
above.
(4) After making similar exclusions, the common elements in
the Mongolian and Manchu basic vocabularies are no more than
3,5% of the whole, and these can more easily be explained as loan
words than as evidence of a genetic relationship,particularlyhaving regard to (1) above and to the known fact that Manchu is full
of Chinese and Mongolian loan words.
(5) Even if it is still consideredthat the minimal correspondences
between the basic vocabularies of Mongolian and Turkish and Mongolian and Manchu respectivelyaffordsome ņrima facie evidence of
a genetic relationship,Mongolian cannot be genetically related to
both, since Turkish is not related to Manchu. The Altaic theory is
thereforenot valid.
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